Adding an Addenda Box

When a plan has been changed by addenda, place a red box on the lower right corner of each sheet changed, see Figure 1 below for an example.

![Figure 1: Updated sheet with addenda box.](image)

Tools have been developed in both MicroStation and Excel to add the red addenda box.

**MicroStation**

In MicroStation, the addenda box is accessed through D&C Manager, see to the right.

It will come in as a cell that can be snapped to the lower right corner of the sheet, see Figure 1 on previous page. Ensure **Place Influence** is toggled on so the cell is placed on the correct level (dsnAddendaCell) to print Red on B&W plan sheets using the appropriate print settings.
When printing Black & White sheets, this cell is intended to remain Red in color to make it more visible. This is accomplished by using the Batch Print configuration 11x17_bw_AddendumRed_PDF_Plots. The addenda cell must be on the Microstation level dsnAddendaCell for this to properly print as red using this Black & White printing setting.

Color plan sheets will use the same print settings as if the addenda cell was not added, 11x17_clr_overrides_PDF_Plots.

**Excel**

In Excel, the tool can be accessed at the location shown below:

The tool will place the cell on the current sheet with which the selected cell(s) are associated. When the PDFs are published the cell will print red.
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